Most machine learning algorithms require a large set of training samples in order to achieve satisfactory performance. However, this requirement may be difficult to satisfy in practice. Take the one-shot learning (OSL) problem on texture recognition for example; the machine learning algorithm is difficult to achieve satisfactory results. In order to solve this problem, a novel multi-modal one-shot learning method for texture recognition is presented. First, in order to improve the robustness of identification and the antiinterference to noise, we addressed the nontravel texture recognition challenges of learn information about object categories from only one training sample by fusing varied modalities data, including image, sound and acceleration, which provides rich information regarding textures. Second, a novel dictionary learning model is designed, which contains the various modalities information, and can simultaneously learn the latent common sparse code for the different modalities. Third, an original regularization term is developed to enhance the degree of distinction of different classes. Furthermore, the common features of the three modalities are evaluated in the case of one-shot learning and used as the basis for feature selection. In the end, experiments were performed based on a data set which was published openly to validate the effectiveness of the presented method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Texture recognition is indispensable in our daily life because texture is a basic property of object in the realistic world. With the rapid development of the computer vision, texture recognition problem can be solved well by neural network [1] - [4] , but most of them dependent on huge data sets and large computing resources. However, there are often very few training samples available for neural networks. Under the condition of a few samples, samples of each category for training set are often very few, and sometimes it may be just only one sample, which has hindered the application of CNN. Therefore, the OSL problem of texture recognition at present is still a huge challenge.
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OSL aims to learn information about object categories from a few, or even one, training samples. With the continuous development of CNN and its improved neural network, scholars begin to find that it relies too much on huge data sets. However, humans can often learn from fewer samples to make correct decisions, which is the original motivation of OSL. This problem was first proposed by Fei-Fei Le in [5] , which utilizes a generative object category model and the traditional variational Bayesian framework for learning and representation of visual object labels from a small number of training samples. After several years of development, the OSL problem has been partially solved, especially the proposal of Siamese Network (SN). With the explosive development of neural networks in recent years, most methods proposed recently are based on neural networks. Combined with the method proposed in [5] , [29] introduced a Hierarchical Bayesian model, which based on composition and causality. Aiming at the problem of few-shot learning, a novel relation network, which uses a special constructed function to get all relationships, is proposed in [13] to address the problem of few-shot learning. Reference [31] developed a matching network, which can map a small set of annotations and an unannotated test sample to its corresponding label, can avoid the need of adjusting the new label category in the fitting process. Reference [32] designed a prototypical networks, which can learn a ''good'' mapping through neural network, project each sample into the same space, and then extract their mean as prototype for each type of samples. Reference [33] adopted the proposed GNN to solve OSL problems. Reference [34] utilized optimization as a model for fewshot learning, and achieved expected result. So that the OSL problem of face recognition and other important topics have been well solved, but it has some limitations [6] . For example, it is still difficult to obtain good accuracy under the limit condition of providing only one sample. Most of methods are based on prior knowledge and need to use a model learned from a complete data set. Moreover, most recent proposed methods are based on omniglot data set without considering the benefits brought by multi-mode fusion and rely too much on prior knowledge.
In addition, the problem of the lack of samples, to some extent, can be alleviated by the fusion of multi-modal measurements. The earliest instance of multi-modal fusion is audio-vision speech recognition (ASVR) [7] , which was originally inspired by the McGurk effect [8] . Although ASVR cannot significantly improve the recognition rate in most cases, current studies have shown that it has superior effects when sound data contains noise signals [9] , [10] . The challenge of multi-modal fusion can be summarized into five taxonomy [11]: 1) Representation; 2) Translation; 3) Alignment; 4) Fusion; 5) Co-learning. At present, some of the challenges can be solved perfectly. For example, the first challenge of representation can be solved by adopting different measures for different modes. For vision, a onedimensional feature can be extracted by CNN, and audio features can be extracted by MFCC or I-vector. For data fusion, neural networks [12] , support vector machine (SVM) [13] , Maximum entropy model [14] , Dempster-Shafer theory [15] and Bayesian inference [16] are commonly used. Moreover, the level of fusion can be divided in to three categories [10] : 1) Feature level or early fusion; 2) Decision level or late fusion; 3) Hybrid. Early fusion. Early fusion commonly adopted by researchers in the early stage of multimodal fusion research, which can effectively fuse low-level features, so as to extract the features of common connections between diverse modalities. Hybrid approach is adapted by some researchers to fuse multi-modal data at the early level along with late level.
Sparse dictionary learning is another instrument of the multi-modal measurement fusion [17] . Sparse dictionary learning is a representation learning method which focus on finding a sparse representation of the input information.
Each column vector in the dictionary is called atoms. Up to now, many methods of sparse dictionary learning are proposed, include MOD, K-SVD, LASSO and so on. Mairal et al. proposed a novel online optimization algorithm, based on stochastic approximations, which scales up gracefully to huge data sets with millions of input training examples [18] . In recent years, some researchers utilize sparse dictionary learning to conduct multi-modal data fusion of feature level, some researchers have done a lot of work on this. In [19] , Liu et al. developed a visual-haptic fusion framework for object recognition. [20] solved the zero-shot learning (ZSL) problem of classifying untouched haptic object with the help of visual modality, the proposed method is based on the new intermodal regularization term. In [21] , Liu et al.investigated the multi-modal data fusion method, and studied the sampleto-sample pairing relationship between sound and acceleration measurements. These methods are based on sparse dictionary learning.
In recent years, there has been some progress in the fusion of haptic and visual data. The field has a wide range of applications about robotics. Some dexterous hands (e.g. Barrett Hand) be equipped with tactile sensors, which facilitate the acquisition of tactile data. Another application of tactile sensors is texture recognition, accelerometer or pressure transducer measurements can be used to represent haptic information for texture recognition [22] - [24] . Recently, Strese et al. [25] introduced a data set which contains 69 textures, 1 the recording procedure of this data set can be divided into two steps: first, to use the camera preview to capture the surface image. Second, let the recording device hits the surface. After that, the operator can move the tool across the surface at will. As the database updates, the LMT haptic texture database contains some modalities measurements which include acceleration, friction force, image, metal detection, IR reflectance and sound. After all the offered modal measurements which is offered in LMT are evaluated, visual, accelerate and sound information show good performance. Fig. 1 respectively shows the multi-modal measurements of G1FineAluminumMesh and G1RhombAluminumMesh, include image, sound and acceleration. In particular, the observed value of acceleration is a three-dimensional data which contains x, y and z axes.
Image, sound and acceleration measurements are three classes of sensing modalities which frequently occur in texture classification. In this paper, the OSL problem for texture recognition is tackled by fusing the information of image, sound and acceleration, and the method of multi-mode fusion can avoid the dependence on prior knowledge. In this paper, a novel sparse model is design to fuse the data of different modalities, so as to form a new sparse coding vector with different modality information. The designed model can learn the common sparse coding to achieve the purpose of fusion, and it has got a wonderful result in our experiments. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
The image, sound and acceleration measurement of G1FineAluminumMesh and G1RhombAluminumMesh. It can be clearly observed that there are natural differences between different categories, different modalities of data. The samples are adopted from the LMT data set [25] .
1) How to learn enough information from only one train-
ing sample, and systematically solve the problem of OSL about texture recognition. 2) A novel dictionary learning model is designed, which can utmost contain the various modalities information and simultaneously learn the latent common sparse code for the diverse modalities. 3) An original regularization term is developed to effectively promote the recognition effect for OSL problem. 4) The commonly used features of the three modalities are separately evaluated in the case of one-shot learning and the evaluation result is used as the basis for feature selection. 5) The experiment is performed based on a common data set to validation the effectiveness of our method, and the effects of various parameters on the results are also analyzed in detail.
The remainder of this work is presented as follows. The problem of multi-modal OSL is briefly described in Section II. In Section III, the novel dictionary learning model are introduced for OSL problem of the texture recognition. Section IV gives the result of evaluating the commonly used various features of vision, sound and acceleration modal. Section V introduces the classification experiments on our proposed method in different parameters. Conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The one-shot of texture recognition attempts to learn feature from the training set which comprise of only one or few samples from every class. The target is to acquire the true label of untrained samples. Our method, based on sparse dictionary learning, solves the problem of insufficient sample size by multi-modal fusion, and effectively avoids the accidental influence of single sample.
For convenience,
are respectively employed to represent the feature vector of the training samples of image, sound and acceleration. The N presents the number of input training samples. The d V , d A and d H respectively represent the feature dimensionality of input modality. It should be notified that the number of categories to be classified is equal to the number of input training samples. Each sample of any modality has their label from the number zero to N. The mission of OSL can be formulated as predicting the true label, which lies in {0, 1, 2, . . . , N }, of all input multimodal measurements. The task of OSL holds the following three challenges:
1) The number of all input train samples of every class is only one. How to learn enough information from a single sample is a sea of troubles. 2) Each modality has unique feature, and the original data form is also different. Among them, image data are tensors with high-dimensional characteristics, sound signals are one-dimensional time series, and accelerometers are three-dimensional time series. 3) How to fuse multi-modal data to form a new feature, which must have high resolution for OSL. In this paper, a new sparse dictionary learning model is specially designed to solve the above problems. A common sparse coding is tried to establish to eliminate the huge gap between the various modalities. To summary, the final task is that forming properly label of the input test instance i ∈ R d V +d A +d H by using the common sparse coding.
III. PROPOSED DICTIONARY LEARNING MODEL A. PROPOSED MODEL
The sparse dictionary learning provides a perfect way to integrate the original features of different modalities to form a new sparse vector which contains original information. In OSL task, the sparse dictionary learning attempts to dispose the following optimization problem:
where D V , D A and D H are the dictionaries of diverse modalities, ς r is the conventional reconstruction error term, ϑ is well-designed novel regularization term. As shown in Fig. 2 , for different modalities, we try to make different modalities get the same sparse coding under their respective dictionaries. The V, A and H can be coded as a spared vector which can be denoted as
where K denotes the number of atoms in every dictionary, C denote the common sparse coding.
B. RECONSTRUCTION ERROR TERM
For sparse dictionary learning, the restoring ability, which transforms the spare coding vector to the original input data, of the over-complete base is largely reflected in the reconstruction error term. In this paper, the dictionary D V , D A and D H respectively are used to describe the input raw feature vectors of the single train sample of every class. The reconstruction error term can be formulated as
(2) Obviously, only relying on the reconstruction error term is hard to solve the OSL problem well, so the carefully designed regularization terms needs to be utilized to deal with the investigated problem. The designed regular term contains two parts, the first part is conventional sparse regularization term, and another is inter-class regularization term. The conventional sparse regularization term makes the coding sparser, and another promote the recognition effect between different categories.
C. SPARSE REGULARIZATION TERM 1) CONVENTIOANL SPARSE REGULARIZATION TERM
The conventional sparse regularization term can be denoted as
where the 1,1-norm || || 1,1 calculates the sum of one-norms of all columns, ς s denotes the conventional sparse regularization term. Another common choice is zero-norm, but it is a NP-hard problem, and one-norm can achieve the effect of zero-norm under certain conditions.
2) INTER-CLASS REGULARIZATION TERM
The inter-class regularization term makes sparse coding of different label have better discrimination. A naive inter-class regularization term is
The requirement is too strong in a way which it ignores the great contingency under the condition of single sample and difficult to calculate to some extent. After careful analysis, the inter-class regularization term can be considered as
or
where the 0,2-norm || || 0,2 calculates the two-norm of the vector which is consisted by the zero-norms of all rows. 1,2-norm || || 1,2 calculates the two-norm of the vector which is consisted by the one-norms of all rows. But, the ς z is excluded because it involves the zero-norm, which is NP-hard problem.
To sum up, the sparse regularization term is developed as
where ς κ can be ς o or ς i , which represents the inter-class regularization term. Later sections will discuss their effects in detail. Finally, the optimization problem of OSL task can be formulated as In this subsection, the optimization algorithm will be respectively introduced. Obviously, the optimization function in (9) is hard to direct solve due to it is non-convex. Through the traditional dictionary learning method, as shown in algorithm 1, the optimal value can be approximated by multiple iterations. In each iteration, the optimal solution is updated by fixing dictionary and sparse coding respectively.
1) DICTIONARY UPDATING
This step renews each dictionaries D V , D A and D H . When given the fixed spared code C (t) , the dictionaries D V , D A and D H can be update by
where t denotes the number of iterations. Combined with the design application, (10) can be converted to a simpler form
which is helpful for data analysis, processing and programming. In this step, the optimization problem (11) can be solved by conventional dictionary learning algorithm. It can be easy solved by SPAMS [33] .
2) COMMON SPARSE CODING UPDATING
This step renews the common sparse coding C. When given the fixed dictionaries D
H , the C can be update by
The optimization problems are convex and can be easily solved by using CVXPY, which is an off-the-shelf Pythonembedded modeling language for convex optimization problems [26] , [27] . After practical experiments, the convergence condition will be satisfied after no more than ten iterations.
E. ONE-SHOT CLASSIFIER DESIGN
In this subsection, D * V , D * A , D * H and C * respectively be denoted as the optimal dictionary solution and common sparse coding solution after multiple iterations procedure. The classifier is designed for the testing data set. For a new input testing sample i, its optimal multi-modal common sparse coding vector x * can be obtained by
No matter how the ς κ choose ς e or ς r , the label of testing sample can be decided by
where x * can be obtained using (14) , c * l is a child vector of the corresponding tag in C * , l * is the label of input test sample.
IV. FEATURE REPRESENTATION A. DATA SET
To explain our proposed model, the LMT data set is selected as the source of our test data. The LMT data set is briefly described in this section for further describing the approach we have proposed. The LMT data set is original development in [25] . The initial data set only contains 69 objects, with improved testing tools and methods, as shown in Fig. 3 , the new data set contains 108 individual textures [28] , which can be divided into nine material categories: 1) Meshes; 2) Stones; 3) Glossy; 4) Wood Types; 5) Rubbers; 6)Fibers; 7) Foams; 8)Foils and Papers; 9) Textiles and Fabrics.LMT-108 data set provides multi modalities data include acceleration, friction, image, metal detection, IR reflection and sound. In the process of collecting experimental data, one controls the handheld device, which is shown in Fig. 4 , to slide freely over the material surface as he wishes, and ten sets of data were recorded at a time. In this paper, acceleration, image and sound is adopt to solve the OSL task. In LMT-108 data set, the acceleration is collected by a threeaxes ADXL335 accelerometer (Analog Devices, Inc.) with a range of ±3g, sound is collected by CMP-MIC8, among all measurements, the sampling frequency of accelerometer is 10 KHz and that of sound is 44100 Hz, and size of image is 320 × 480.
B. DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION OF ACCELERATION
As a preliminary step of feature evaluation, it is necessary to reduce the dimension of acceleration data. By comparing different dimensionality reduction methods, SA321-z is selected as our dimensionality reduction method for acceleration data. The evaluated algorithms include: 1) SoC321: SoC321 is a computationally simple dimension reduction algorithm, which is to merely add up the measurements in different directions. 2) Mag321: Mag321 is one of the most common methods, which take the square root of the sum of the squares of the measurements in different directions. But obviously, because there is no negative value, some very valid information is missed. 3) PCA321: PCA is a widely used dimensionality reduction method, which can project 3d acceleration data onto one dimension. 4) SA321-x/ SA321-y/ SA321-z: SA321 is the simplest solution which uses a fixed axis. SA321-x, SA321-y and SA321-z represents the measurements on the x, y and z axes respectively. Fig. 5 is the data of G1EpoxyRasterPlate after dimensional reduction of acceleration. Combined with our research content, in order to select the most suitable method, a set of evaluation methods are specially designed. The assessment process has the following three requirements:
1) KNN is employed as the classifier, the accuracy of KNN classification is the result of evaluation. 2) Only one sample of every class is selected as the training set, and the remaining nine instances are the testing set. 3) MFCC is adapted as the input features for the classifier. The evaluation results are shown in table 1, Mag321, SA321-x and SA321-y are the worst performers, while PCA321 and SA321-z perform better. Table 1 shows that SA321-z have a distinct advantage than SA321-x, SA321-y. Maybe the reason is that, in actual measurements, the data in the z-axis direction is more sensitive to texture than the other two axes, retaining more reliable information, and the acceleration in the other two directions may more closely related to the force applied by the operator. To sum up, SA321-z is the best choice of all the methods discussed.
C. EVALUATION OF FEATURES
It is particularly important to select the appropriate features for each of its modal data, so some frequently-used features are calculated for the acceleration, image and sound data separately, and KNN classifier is used to simply evaluate in the case of OSL. The results are shown in table 2. Among all the features listed in table 2, PCA is adopted to reduce the dimension of those with a large number of features in order to facilitate operation. In our assessment, the features whose dimensionality is reduced included HOG, PSD and MLS. LBP has a best performance than others. For sound and acceleration, The MFCC stands out among many features, PNCC and PLP have worst performance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In subsequent experimental description, all experimental results are based on LMT haptic texture database. The latest LMT data set provides 108 textures data which is introduced in the previous section in detail. In LMT-108 data set, ten samples are selected for each texture. It should be notified that only one sample of every textures is used as training set, and the rest is used as testing set, so there are 1 × 108 = 108 samples for training and 9 × 108 = 9072 samples for testing. After all parameters are set, the model of (1) is training for the texture recognition.
A. COMPARED METHOD
As we all know, there is no multi-modal fusion framework for image-acc-sound about OSL task. However, some common methods can be applied for this problem. Through experiments, several common methods are compared with our method. The methods used in our experiment include: 1) Support vector machine (SVM): SVM is another frequently-used machine learning algorithm. It is a generalized linear classifier, based on supervised learning, that performs binary classification of data, and its decision boundary is a maximum-margin hyperplane that is used to solve learning samples. Multi-modal data can be simply fused to improve the recognition accuracy. 2) Multi-layer perceptron (MLP): MLP is a common artificial neural network with forward structure, maps a set of input vectors to a set of output vectors. MLP is a generalization of perceptron, which overcomes the disadvantage that perceptron cannot recognize linear inseparable data. 3) EasyMKL [34] : EasyMKL algorithm can easily deal with hundreds of thousands of kernels and even more. EasyMKL uses only a limit amount of memory and it has only a linear time complexity. 
4) DL-O:
It solved the proposed optimization problem (9), where ς κ is set to ς o , the (14) is chosen in this experiment. 5) DL-I: It solved the proposed optimization problem (9), where ς κ is set to ς i , the (14) is chosen in this experiment. In order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of different methods, accuracy was chosen as the evaluation standard. By verifying the above methods in public available data set, the results are shown in table 3. Obviously, the accuracy of multi-modal fusion is far better than independent use, and both DL-O and DL-I are better than other methods, among which DL-I has the best performance due to its accuracy reaching 0.97, and it is possible that DL-O places too much emphasis on the sparsity of each row of the encoding matrix, resulting in the part of a matrix that has a larger value being focused on the encoding of a same sample data. The confusion matrix of DL-I with optimal parameters is shown in Fig. 7 . 
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
To analysis the role of ς κ and find out the latent optimal parameter, the value of parameter δ is gradually increased and then recording the result. As shown in Fig. 6 , The following observations is obtained. 1) When δ is set to zero, the accuracy rate is about 0.89.
When δ is not set as zero, the accuracy rate of both DL-O and DL-I increases, but excessive increase of the value of δ will have adverse effects. 2) Obviously, DL-I has a better performance than DL-O, the accuracy rate and stability of DL-I are better than DL-O. The confusion matrix of DL-I is shown in Fig. 7 when δ is set to 1.5. 3) When δ is in the range of 0.06-0.09, the classification effect of DL-O is optimal. When δ is the range of 0.5-1.6, the classification effect of DL-I is optimal. 4) When the value of δ exceeds a certain range, the classification effect of DL-O and DL-I will decline to different degrees.
C. INFLUENCE OF DICTIONARY SIZE
Another important parameter of sparse dictionary learning is the dictionary size K, whose value has a direct impact on the recognition right rate. As shown in Fig. 8 , as the size of the dictionary increases, the accuracy also increases, but when it reaches a certain limit, the accuracy decreases. As shown in Fig. 8 , the accuracy of DL-I is better than that of DL-O.
D. MATERIALS COMPARISON
The accuracy of surface texture classification varies among different materials. LMT-108 data set comprises nine materials and different materials provide different numbers of textures. To explore the effect of our method on texture recognition in different materials, the effects of texture recognition is classified in different materials. First, DL-I was used to classify all the textures. Then, we counted the classification accuracy of textures based on different materials. The final results are shown in table 4, and it can be directly observed that when the material is wood types, our method achieves excellent results. For stones, the recognition rate of surface texture is relatively low.
E. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
For DL-O and DL-I, the time it takes to classify a testing set which contains 9072 samples is about 1.58 s. Like other dictionary learning methods, the cost of training time is long, and the method proposed by [18] can significantly improve the learning speed of the dictionary update stage, but for CVXPY, it still takes a long time to solve the convex optimization problem. During the process of dictionary learning, it takes about 8 s to iterate once. In our experiments, all method was implemented in Python 3.7 on a computer platform (3.2-GHz CPU and 8-G RAM).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the OSL problem for texture recognition is faultlessly addressed by fusion various modalities. The proposed novel dictionary learning model not only perfectly fuses the various modalities measurements, but also simultaneously learns the latent common sparse code for the different modalities as well. Besides, in order to improve the recognition rate, a new regular term is proposed. Moreover, the iterative process of sparse dictionary learning is elaborated, and the dimensionality reduction method of 3d acceleration data proposed at present is elaborated based on practical application. In addition, the characteristics of each mode are evaluated to select the optimal term. In the experiments based on the public available data set, our method has showed a remarkable result with the best accuracy rate of 0.97.
